
A REALITY FILM SERIES



What is a reality film series? A new hybrid genre of entertainment. 

Part film, part un-scripted, all reality! 

We take reality story telling to a new level of production. Our 
cinematic scenes move our reality stories forward. Everything is real 
but enhanced by using homages to classic TV and Film scenes when 

applicable. We’ll have the audience saying “that looks like ... !”

LOG LINE: A father moves his family to the “Wild Wild West of Weed” 
Oklahoma USA, turning his hard-earned green into Ganja Gold while 

steering clear of the riffraff and raising his family where the grass and 
the greed are as high as an elephant’s eye.



THE MASTERMIND
 WITH THE PLAN

The star of the show is the “WEED!” but PAULIEWOOD aka 
PAULIEWeeD, the international man of mystery with a genius 
brain is the real star and CEO of KANNABIZ MONKEEZ, a premier 
cannabis company in TOKELAHOMA, OKLAHOMA USA.

TOKELAHOMA follows him on his journey establishing his 
green dream factory where his cast of characters grows and 
sells the finest weed America has to offer. Along the way we 
meet eccentric characters that help make his dream come true: 
TURNING GREEN TO GOLD.

How rich can they get? Will they let their egos take control of 
the wheel? We see it all, FROM THE GROW TO THE SHOW!!



CLICK HERECLICK HERE for the show sizzle reel !for the show sizzle reel !

https://vimeo.com/750578083/4fdf879bcd
https://vimeo.com/750578083/4fdf879bcd


THE TEAM
MATTY-B

EDDIE

CAPTAIN D

CRAIGWEED BAE

JCMISTY

KatywoodKatywood



BEHIND THE SCENES



The KANNABIZ MONKEEZ facility includes state of the 
art equipment with “CHANEL” treatment to the weed. 
Our lab equipment is the best into turning that sticky 
green into glowing gold. 

We are the first grow facility to have AI engineered 
robotics for cultivation. 24 ft ceilings, shiny glass 
walls, tasting rooms, smoke lounge, when buyers 
come in, it’s like a disco on a Saturday night. 

Matty-B is the MacGyver of marijuana, and by using 
better than organic cultivation, he’s giving us the 
perfect plant every time, showing the world how to 
grow the most awesome weed ever!

THE FACITHE FACILITYLITY  



THE MARKET
There are over 150 million + people in the U.S. who have admitted to smoking weed or 
smoke on a regular basis. 49.9% of adults in the U.S., nearly half of the U.S. population 
say they smoke weed recreationaly, up 45% from 2017-2019. Just over 50 years ago, only 
4% of the adult population said they had tried smoking.

According to the U.S. government estimates, domestic marijuana production has 
increased over the last 40 years from 2.2 million pounds in 1981 to 48.2 million 
pounds in 2022.

TOKELAHOMA follows the KANNABIZ MONKEEZ team, home to 14,000 
sq ft. of greenhouse, 10,000 sq ft. of indoor, 5,000 sq ft. of processing 
labs, and 20 acres of outdoor to produce the highest quality of cannabis in any 
conditions.

FUCK hemp, FUCK CBD, we deal drugs . . . LEGALLY. 



CELEBRITY CLIENTELE
 “POTHEADS”

kannabizmonkeez



THE FEDS
Currently in the news are the enforcement agencies which are going after illegal 
growers in a big way. We will have multiple side story lines that will explore that 
side of the business as well. 

While the States are individually approving and licensing grow and use facilities, 
weed is still ‘illegal” per the federal government which creates other challenges 
for the team. 

The unsavory part of this booming industry is as always where there is money 
that are elements that are very interested and not on the right side of the law. 
Oklahoma alone has issued the most licenses than most of the country combined! 
That leaves a lot of “grey areas.” 

From the Cartel to the Triads, they are both always sniffing around. The black 
market is unchecked in Oklahoma. Our team stays on the right side of the law but 
this added pressure is something that is always looming . . . 

420 ARREST WARRANT UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT TOKELAHOMA, USA

OFFICIAL

August 15, 2022August 15, 2022



Episode 1 The Drug Game
We meet PAULIEWOOD (PW), Matt, and the KANNABIZ 
MONKEEZ farm and facilities. KATYWOOD manages the kids 
(and PW). We learn PW needs to close a deal with Shannon, a 
much larger farm owner; if PW does not come into a partnership 
with Shannon, KANNABIZ MONKEEZ won’t be able to stay open 
much longer. Grove bags company sends their top guys to try and 
persuade PW into a deal. 

Episode 2 The Exorcist
We focus on the farm crew who handles the growing. We introduce 
Craig and other farmhands.  We meet our top salesman Eddie 
Lopez, guess what? Eddie needs an exorcism after his wife learns 
he’s been taking care of an Oklahoma stripper! Will the exorcism 
save his marriage?  We meet Weed Bae aka Jessie; why is Weed Bae 
in Oklahoma anyway? We find out. More insight on KATYWOOD’s 
home life with managing the kids. Is she happy?  We explore PW 
and KATYWOOD’s ‘why’!?

Episode 3 Play Misty for Me
We learn more about the devastating attack Misty suffered 20 years 
ago which shaped her life. She was tragically sexually assaulted and 
left for dead in the trunk of a car, yes all true. We learn from PW, 
the challenges that farming cannabis in OK presents: The lab, bugs, 
wildlife, weather, etc. Misty tries hard but she is PW’s trainwreck. 
What are the consequences? 

Episode 4 La Familia
More fun with KATYWOOD. As PW is working with his team on 
the farm, KATYWOOD is working with her team at home aka 
the kids! She needs help! KATYWOOD interviews nannies, and 
homeschooling mentors. Guess what? OK is not LA and the help she 
needs is not so readily available.

Episode 5 The Shmata Business
We meet JC who runs the KANNABIZ MONKEEZ apparel business. 
(JC is also our number 3 in command) He helped create an artist/
designer incubator to empower artists and get them seen and make 
money. We also meet ‘Capt D,’ a retired Army medical officer. Her 
reason for being with KANNABIZ MONKEEZ is to help veterans 
suffering from PTSD using cannabis in various forms. She’s a 
Philadelphia firecracker, a straight-talking mother of 5!

Episode 6 Breaking Bae
Meet our own Walter White, our MacGyver. Also known as ‘Juicy 
Jae,’ he is the farm’s food chef as well as one of the top ‘cooks’ in the 
cannabis world. Weed Bae, makes all of the edibles for KANNABIZ 
MONKEEZ. We see his cooking process and how this is an artform 
not just cooking. 

Episode 7 Narcos Doc
This is our documentary/Sicario-style episode. We have fun with 
our legal grow facility. Faces are covered! Voices are muffled and 
or distorted! The crew is transported in a van with sacks over 
their heads! etc. (We never break episode character.) From the 
very beginning to the very end it’s presented as a real Narcos-
documentary, but with our crew instead!

Episode 8 La Novela
We meet the ‘new’ sales girl. Great hire and new competition for 
Eddie and the rest of the team. We check in on PW and KATYWOOD 
at home to see how they are doing. This is shot and sequenced like 
a Spanish telenovela! Yes, KATYWOOD goes full latina dramatic! 
Where are they at with any work/life balance?  Farm life - is it 
working?  Are they here for the long haul? We hope and pray PW 
survives this episode!

Episode 9 Happy Halloweed
We celebrate the Halloween season, TOKELAHOMA style! Trick or 
treat with the babies! The farm workers are all in costumes, party 
party party but where is Craig!? Strange things start to happen 
throughout this day, and no one has seen Craig… 

Episode 10 Father & Son, Oh Sheeeiiit! Here comes a conference.
We spend time with Matt and Craig, working at the farm and keeping it all 
in the family. The crew has a HUUUUGE Cannabis conference to go to, but 
first PW has to pick which sales member goes with him!? That starts a fierce 
competition between the whole sales team! They know the one who goes gets 
to expand their network thus their net worth.

Episode 11 Glengarry Glen Ross
We meet Moe, who is supposed to be a top sales guy, lots of action, nice 
guy, but can’t close a deal.  This episode concentrates on the sales team and 
growing the sales efforts of KANNABIZ MONKEEZ. It’s a three-headed race, 
Eddie, Moe, and the new girl. Things get heated à la Selling Sunset.

Episode 12 Attack of the Killer Clones
We meet Dillon and Kelsey. Dillon specializes in cloning cannabis strains 
which is REAL science. Dillon, who is a very OVERLY chill and relaxed 
6’4” giant of a guy. Not sure what PW thinks about the lack of energy and 
enthusiasm. His girlfriend is Kelsey, who is the company nerd, social media, 
lifestyle, and apparel manager for KANNABIZ MONKEEZ, and coined 
the phrase “Business B4 Boyfriends!” To clone or not to clone is never the 
question. 

Episode 13 Season Finale - Looks like we made it. . . Maybe not.
PW and KATYWOOD have a blowout argument, and she’s upset that he has 
to constantly go to the farm leaving her alone with the three kids. We see little 
Pauliewood playing on the home cell phone and putting it on airplane mode! 
PW keeps trying to get a hold of KATYWOOD to make up and talk through 
the problems. PW is slated to launch the mega strain called ‘Big Gigantic’ 
named after his favorite EDM band. He loses track of time, but he keeps 
calling, and it keeps going straight to voicemail. PW races home when he’s 
done walks into the door, and… empty house, they are not home….

Future Episodes



TURNING GREEN TO GOLD

64 million Netflix 
households worldwide

3.7 million viewers
 per episode

6.1 million
 total viewership

Deadliest Catch meets Tiger King meets Gold Rush



“Have you ever tried 
to grow weed on the 

deck of Deadliest 
Catch, while wrestling 

a tiger, and still 
turning all your green 

to GOLD?” 



CONTACT
              Marc Gold    
              949-279-4488


